Pre-Pledge Social
Fall 2015
• Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

**Lets get it started in here!**
• Name Game
• Pony Game
• ZEN!
• Centaur
• Upcoming Events

Agenda
• President – Miranda Pacheco
• Vice President – Adeesh Jain
• Treasurer – Will Mills
• Corresponding Secretary – William Hoenig
• Recording Secretary – Derek Young
• SEC Service – Sammy Shen
• Social Coordinator – Dung Le
• Historian – Chirag Sakhuja
• Web Ninja – Nishil Shah

Fall 2015 Officers
• Divide in 3 groups (Dung, Miranda, Derek)
• Go around in circle say name and adjective starts with first letter of name
• repeat everyone’s name and adjective before your
• Divide in two groups (Miranda and Dung)
• Go around in circle sing pony song!

Here we go, ride that pony, ride around that big fat pony,
here we go, ride that pony, this is how we do it.
Front front front, my baby,
Back back back, my baby,
Side side side, my baby,
this is how we do it.
Here we go…..

Pony Game
Zen! (better than the SAC kind)

Everyone by row!
• Please welcome Al and Scott!
• **Socials:**
  • Ice Cream Social on September 23rd at 7PM
• **Meetings:**
  • Pledge Meeting 1 on September 16th at 7PM with Centaur!
• Hope to see each of you at this semester’s events!

Thanks!